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What does each space represent? 

● Yosso’s cultural wealth model
https://www.centerforengagedlearning.org/whats-their-capital-applying-a-community-cultural-wealth-model-to-ur/

https://www.centerforengagedlearning.org/whats-their-capital-applying-a-community-cultural-wealth-model-to-ur/


Why is this important?
Faculty members are regularly looking for opportunities to 

better understand [UNCG students]. This is especially true 

regarding students from historically  marginalized identities 

and communities (including but not limited to race, ethnicity, 

nationality, gender/gender expression, sexual orientation, 

socioeconomic status, ability and veteran status.). We 

recognize students are rarely included in conversations about 

their personal experiences and their voices are often absent 

from formalized training on inclusive classroom development. 

As a result, OIE and UTLC are excited to offer VOISES as an 

opportunity to connect students and faculty in dialogue about 

student experiences in classrooms.



What? 
(adapted  from EDUC 450 Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy- 
https://prezi.com/lf5j8fxyglqu/educ-450-culturally-sustaining-pedagogy/

Traits of CRP

● developing a knowledge base 
about cultural diversity, 

● including ethnic and cultural 
diversity content in the 
curriculum, 

● demonstrating caring and 
building learning communities, 

● communicating with ethnically 
diverse students, and 

● responding to ethnic diversity 
in the delivery of instruction

Traits of CSP

● Not just honoring but 
recognizing knowledge, skills 
and ways of being needed for 
success of SOC

● Centers and legitimizes how 
youth enact culture, language, 
race as always evolving

● Decenters dominant 
cultures/narratives (i.e. 
“patriarchal, cisheteronormative, 
English-monolingual, ableist, classist, 
xenophobic, judeo-Christian  gaze’ 
{Paris &  Alim 2007, p. 2}) 

https://prezi.com/lf5j8fxyglqu/educ-450-culturally-sustaining-pedagogy/


So What?

Why consider these practices as

Educational Developers?



Now what?

In groups, discuss strategies to 
consider.



Strategy:

Be prepared...

▶ Offer EDI 
training for 
faculty

▶ Who are your 
students?



Strategy:

Be different & challenge your 
faculty to:

▶ Incorporate Music, Art, etc.
➔  (i.e. Hip Hop Pedagogy/  (www.bettinalove.com); 

Performance  pedagogy, Critical media literacy)

▶ Question who is traditionally brought into 
the classroom (De-center dominant narratives, think 
across identities)

▶ Incorporate different languages in 
text/videos (not just Dominant Academic/American 
English {DAE}

http://www.bettinalove.com


Strategy:

Be collaborative:
▶ Identify 

Campus/Com
munity 
Partners (hint: 
students too)

▶ Example: 
VOISES at 
UNCG



VOISES Logistics:

▶ 7-10 identity groups for the academic year
▶ 4-6 students 
▶ Pre & Post Surveys 
▶ Office of Intercultural Engagement (OIE) recruits 

students and University Teaching & Learning 
Commons invites faculty.

▶ OIE Partner prepares students for panel (example 
next slide)

▶ Students are asked three initial questions: Tell us 
about your journey to college, What has been your 
best experience in a course? & What has been your 
most challenging experience in a course?

▶ Faculty remain silent and then are given the 
opportunity to ask questions to students are written 
on notecard and moderator selects and or rephrases 
questions if necessary. 



Information given to students before panel:



VOISES Pre & Post Surveys 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOPThNB4Law
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QUESTIONS?
Marisa Gonzalez

University Teaching and 
Learning Commons

mggonzal@uncg.edu

Carla Fullwood
 Office of Intercultural 

Engagement

ccfullwo@uncg.edu
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